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K-Ar Ages of Hakone Volcano, Japan

Kazuo HAKAMATA�, Shigeo SUGIYAMA��, Isamu IMANAGA���,

Kazutaka MANNEN����and Yasue OKI�

Hakone Volcano is an active volcano located near the northern end of the Izu-Bonin volcanic arc. Kuno

(+3/*) reconstructed the evolution of this volcano based on detailed study on topography and volcano stratigraphy
as follows : +) development of a large stratovolcano (OS: Old Somma), ,) collapse of the stratovolcano and
formation of the first stage caldera, -) renewed volcanism leading to the formation of a shield volcano (YS: Young
Somma) inside the first caldera, .) collapse of the shield volcano resulting to the formation of the second stage
caldera, /) growth of Central Cones (CC) inside the second caldera. Our K-Ar dating performed on several lava

flows, lava domes, and dykes revealed the following interpretations : +) Ages between parasitic volcanoes on the
flank of OS and YS are overlapping. ,) Ages of ‘Yugawara volcano’ presumed to be pre-Hakone edifice by Kuno
(+3/*) and that of OS are indistinguishable. -) A lava of CC obtained from a deep well shows close age to Hk-TP
eruption, later stage of which is thought to be initiation of the CC stage (Hirata, +333).

From these results and previous tephrochronological and geological studies (e.g. Machida, +311 ; Takahashi
et al., +333), we propose a new classification of the edifices of the Hakone Volcano and their ages as follows : +)
formation of the Lower Older Edifice [LOE] which constitute the main part of Kuno’s OS lasted until the eruption

of TCu-+ tephra (*.,/Ma). ,) Upper Older edifice [UOE], the parasite volcanoes on LOE, was erupted from
*.,/Ma to *.++Ma. -) Activity of the Younger Edifice [YE; corresponding to Kuno’s YS] was initiated since
the emplacement of Hk-TAu+, tephra (*.+-Ma) and ended at *.*2Ma. .) CC erupted from *.*0/Ma to the
present.
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Municipal Government of Hakone Town, ,/0 Yumoto,
Hakone, Kanagawa ,/*�*-32, Japan.
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Improvement O$ce of Sagami River, Kanagawa Pre-
fecture, ,�,2 Tamura, Atsugi, Kanagawa ,.-�**+0,
Japan.
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